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Scope and Contents
Materials include three bound volumes of transcribed extracts of letters from Juliette Logerais to her mother, 148 gelatin silver prints of various size inserted into makeshift albums, as well as ephemera such as menus, theater programs, and two printed items: a literary supplement to “Le Figaro” (10 July 1886) titled “Suvenirs du Tonkin” and two leaves from “L’Illustration” (April 1885) with the portraits of “Les Héros du Tonkin,” and others. Though the notebooks of Juliette’s letters were compiled in the 1910s, they cover the period of May 1899-May 1901. The letters vividly and in great detail describe the medical service in Tonkin military clinics where Dr. Logerais served, the couple’s several moves from place to place, their residences, relations with the servants and other French residents, prices for various goods, local lifestyle, climate, celebrations and more. The photographs show views of Vietnam, local residents, general views of the hospital, French residents, and portraits of the Logerais.

Biographical Note
Jean and Juliette Logerais married in early 1899 and set sail for Tonkin, Vietnam, in April or May 1899. Doctor Jean Logerais worked in French military hospitals in Yen Bai (Yen Bai province, northern central Vietnam), Coc Leu (Lao Kai province, northwestern Vietnam), and Quang Yen (Quang Ninh province, northeastern Vietnam) in 1899-1901, shortly after the region had been subdued by French authorities in the course of the Pacification of Tonkin (1886-1896).

Conditions Governing Access
Open for research. Note that material must be requested at least 36 hours in advance of intended use.

Conditions Governing Use
While Special Collections is the owner of the physical and digital items, permission to examine collection materials is not an authorization to publish. These materials are made available for use in research, teaching, and private study. Any transmission or reproduction beyond that allowed by fair use requires permission from the owners of rights, heir(s) or assigns. See: http://library.stanford.edu/spc/using-collections/permission-publish

Immediate Source of Acquisition

Preferred Citation
[identification of item], Jean and Juliette Logerais papers (M2135). Dept. of Special Collections and University Archives, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Military hospitals -- Vietnam, Northern
Vietnam, Northern -- Description and travel
Vietnam, Northern -- Photographs
Logerais, Jean
Logerais, Juliette

Box 1, Folder 1-3
Souvenir de voyage Tonkin, 1 mai 1899-20 mai 1901, in 3 volumes

Box 1, Folder 4-6
Photographs, black and white, mounted in paper albums with some notations

Box 1, Folder 7
Ephemera, including menus, opera and concert programs and other

map-folder 2
Le figaro supplement litteraire 10 juillet 1886; L’Illustration 4 avril 1885, p. 225-228

Online availability
L’Figaro available online at http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k272345t/f1.item.zoom